Arbtech Implements Special Offer on Bat Surveys until End of June
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(United Kingdom – 18th June 2012) Arboricultural and Ecology Consultancy Arbtech
(http://www.arbtech.co.uk/) have built a reliable company upon expert advice and low prices with quality
surveyors situated around the country. Carrying out tree and bat surveys, the team pride themselves on
helping developers and individuals before putting in an application for planning. For this month only,
all customers can get fast, efficient and professional bat surveys for just £329.
The team at Arbtech have a wealth of experience when it comes to carrying out bat surveys around the UK.
Due to habitat destruction, the population of bats is decreasing and thus they are fully protected by UK
law. As part of the planning process in the UK, all developers and homeowners are required to have a bat
survey carried out by someone with a Natural England license.
Arbtech have bat consultants based at their offices in Chester, London and home based consultants across
the country. All consultants hold a Natural England and Countryside Council for Wales license and are
fully qualified to carry out the surveys required for planning applications.
When carrying out bat surveys, the specialist consultants look for bats, activity of bats and also
habitat value. Many past customers have praised Arbtech for the work they have carried out at their
homes, allowing them to put planning applications in at their properties.
Employing three licensed bat survey ecologists, prospective customers can contact Arbtech on 08450176950
for free and friendly advice about bats, surveys, the reports or planning application. Until the 30th
June, bat surveys are available for £329 instead of the usual £399. Contact the team now to find out
more.
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